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Abstract—By providing highly efficient one-sided communi-
cation with globally shared memory space, Partitioned Global
Address Space (PGAS) has become one of the most promis-
ing parallel computing models in high-performance computing
(HPC). Meanwhile, FPGA is getting attention as an alternative
compute platform for HPC systems with the benefit of custom
computing and design flexibility. However, the exploration of
PGAS has not been conducted on FPGAs, unlike the traditional
message passing interface. This paper proposes FSHMEM, a
software/hardware framework that enables the PGAS program-
ming model on FPGAs. We implement the core functions of
GASNet specification on FPGA for native PGAS integration in
hardware, while its programming interface is designed to be
highly compatible with legacy software. Our experiments show
that FSHMEM achieves the peak bandwidth of 3813 MB/s, which
is more than 95% of the theoretical maximum, outperforming
the prior works by 9.5×. It records 0.35us and 0.59us latency
for remote write and read operations, respectively. Finally, we
conduct a case study on the two Intel D5005 FPGA nodes
integrating Intel’s deep learning accelerator. The two-node system
programmed by FSHMEM achieves 1.94× and 1.98× speedup
for matrix multiplication and convolution operation, respectively,
showing its scalability potential for HPC infrastructure.

Index Terms—Parallel Programming Model, PGAS, FPGA,
GASNet, SHMEM

I. INTRODUCTION

High Performance Computing (HPC) employs computer
clusters to solve advanced computational problems, primarily
centered around scientific applications including molecular
modeling [1], weather modeling [2], and genomics [3]. Re-
cently, as artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML) technology are transforming major industries with highly
beneficial applications such as image captioning [4], [5], vir-
tual assistant [6], stock market prediction [7], and self-driving
cars [8], HPC systems have evolved to accommodate AI
workloads [9], [10]. Consisting of hundred-thousands of CPU-
GPU nodes, a state-of-the-art HPC infrastructure performs
several hundreds of peta floating-point operations per second
(PFLOPS) [11], [12]. Parallel programming model is the key
to run large-scale AI services on distributed computing nodes.

Figure 1 shows three main parallel programming models:
Shared Memory, Message Passing, and Partitioned Global
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Address Space (PGAS). In the shared memory model, multiple
processes can directly access the shared memory space. On
the other hand, the message passing model only allows the
processes to exchange messages based on the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) [13]. MPI has become popular in HPC as
it enables data communication between remote nodes with
the same inter-process mechanism. Since version 2, it also
supports one-sided data communication operations. PGAS
uses one-sided data communication with the concept of par-
titioned but globally shared memory. Leveraging the benefit
of the shared memory model, each node has direct access
to another node’s memory space without interfering with the
corresponding process. This is possible because all the nodes
in the network form a single global address space, in which
each node has its own part. In addition, each node has a
private memory for its local processing. With this concept,
PGAS brings a few advantages to parallel programming. First,
its shared view of memory simplifies parallel programming,
inspired by the shared memory paradigm. Second, PGAS’s
one-sided communication [14] that does not interfere with the
remote process reduces the communication overhead. Third,
the clear decoupling of private and shared memory gives
programmers a better perspective on utilizing locality.

Meanwhile, the HPC community has a surge of interest
in adopting an alternative acceleration platform beyond GPU.
FPGA is one strong candidate due to the flexibility in de-
sign, proving its feasibility in production environments [15]–
[17]. For the use of FPGA in HPC, several works have
implemented MPI on FPGAs [18]–[22]. However, research
on PGAS support for FPGA is still preliminary [23], as the
protocol is relatively new. In this paper, we present FSHMEM,
a software/hardware framework to support PGAS on FPGAs,

Fig. 1: Three parallel programming models: (a) Shared Mem-
ory, (b) Message Passing, and (c) PGAS
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named after the shared memory library (SHMEM). Along with
the trend of FPGA adoption in HPC, we believe that FSHMEM
will play a fundamental role in building FPGA-based hardware
infrastructure at scale. Our main contributions are as follows:

• FSHMEM implements core functions of GASNet pro-
tocol [24] on FPGA to enable native PGAS integration
in hardware. It also provides an easy-to-use software
interface for high adaptability.

• We benchmark the FSHMEM’s bandwidth and latency
performance for Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)
and compare it against the previous results. Our maxi-
mum bandwidth of 3813 MB/s outperforms prior works
by 9.5× with an average latency of 0.47µs.

• We build a practical multi-FPGA acceleration system
using FSHMEM and Intel’s Deep Learning Accelerator
(DLA) as computing core. We parallel-program the AI
computations and evaluate the performance to show the
framework’s potential for performance scaling.

II. BACKGROUND
A. GASNet

Global Address Space Networking (GASNet) is a language-
independent networking middleware that describes PGAS’s
one-sided communication interface. Its interface is built
around Active Message (AM) protocol. In AM, each message
head specifies the address of a handler function that will be
called upon the message’s arrival, and each message body
provides the arguments for the function along with the data
to be transferred [25]. GASNet does not provide function im-
plementations because it may vary among network interfaces
or devices, but it must support one-way data communication.
Recently, GASNet-EX, an upgraded version of GASNet, was
also introduced [26]. It achieves an average of 1.77µs latency
and saturates to maximum bandwidth at 4-8KB, which are
1.05-5× faster in latency and 4× faster to saturation than MPI.
B. MPI on FPGA

TMD-MPI [27] implemented MPI on FPGA by creat-
ing a software library for embedded processors and TMD-
Message Passing Engine (TMD-MPE) for hardware kernels.
This engine brings MPI functionality to a hardware kernel by
handling MPI’s protocol and packet generation. They perform
bandwidth and latency benchmarks under a 2-rank system and
discover a maximum bandwidth at 400 MB/s, achieving 75%
of its peak bandwidth. Ziavras et al. implemented one-sided
MPI primitives on embedded FPGA [28]. Tested with two
FPGAs on a single board, their implementation reaches 141
MB/s, or 70.6% of the peak bandwidth. Other works [18], [29]
try to improve the system bottleneck caused by extensive use
of collective communications by offloading the data processing
algorithms such as reduce, allReduce, bcast to the FPGAs
within network switches. They attain the latency speedup of
3.9× on average.
C. PGAS on FPGA

THe GASNet (Toronto Heterogeneous GASNet) [23] is the
latest work that implemented GASNet on FPGA by intro-
ducing Global Address Space Core (GASCore), an RDMA

Fig. 2: FSHMEM-based hardware acceleration infrastructure

core, and Programmable Active Message Sequencer (PAMS).
PAMS is responsible for interfacing the hardware kernel to
the GASCore by handling messages and synchronization. The
GASCore can be programmed directly through software when
used by embedded processors. Meanwhile, hardware kernels
program the GASCore through PAMS, containing a code
memory for GASNet operations. In addition, they suggest a
software stack to transform an application’s compute portion
to hardware kernels and load the GASNet portion into PAMS.

D. Multi-FPGA Infrastructure for HPC

Axel [22] showcased an early adoption of FPGAs in HPC
infrastructure, in which each node includes CPU, GPU, and
FPGA through a PCIe switch. It uses a Map-Reduce frame-
work to accelerate N-Body Simulation using heterogeneous
resources achieving an impressive 22.7× performance im-
provement. However, Axel does not scale out well, getting
only 4.4× improvement from 1 to 16 nodes because of the
all-to-all functions that do not scale linearly with the number
of nodes. On the other hand, Microsoft’s BrainWave platform
[15] deployed FPGAs in the data center at scale to provide
real-time AI services. In this architecture, FPGA accelerators
are integrated between the CPUs and the top-of-rack switch,
allowing them to communicate with many servers in the data
center. Each FPGA contains a specialized AI accelerator for
low latency inference services.

Cygnus [17] is a heterogeneous supercomputer utilizing
FPGAs in 40% of their compute nodes. These FPGAs are
additionally interconnected in a 2D-torus Infiniband network.
Cygnus achieved 2.4 PFLOPS for double-precision, while the
FPGAs contributed only 0.6 PFLOPS for single-precision.

III. FSHMEM: INTER-FPGA INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
PGAS PROGRAMMING MODEL

This work proposes FSHMEM, an infrastructural framework
that enables PGAS on FPGAs by implementing the GASNet
interface in hardware and supporting the corresponding API
in software. Figure 2 shows the conceptual diagram of an
FSHMEM-based hardware acceleration infrastructure made
of fabrics of FPGAs. FSHMEM enables the PGAS parallel
computing model on a pool of FPGAs by interconnecting
them through the GASNet interface. Each FPGA node in this
infrastructure includes the GASNet core, a globally addressed
memory space, and a custom accelerator. Note that the hard-



Fig. 3: FSHMEM node architecture with dataflow for gasnet put (red), gasnet get (blue) and gasnet AMRequest* (orange)

ware infrastructure can adopt any network topology, while the
diagram shows an example mesh topology.

The FSHMEM based infrastructure facilitates mainly
three benefits. First, FSHMEM provides low latency, direct
FPGA-to-FPGA communication by implementing GASNet’s
lightweight interface on high-speed transceiver links. Second,
FSHMEM is highly flexible with globally shared memory
space and local memories. It allows users to deliberately man-
age memory transfer and internal data flow using GASNet’s
memory-to-memory functions and custom hardware function
handlers. Third, FSHMEM’s software API is highly compati-
ble with the existing PGAS frameworks so that many legacy
HPC applications can be easily adapted to use FSHMEM.
In the following subsections, we will describe the GASNet
core, an essential hardware module to implement the GASNet
protocol on FPGA, the custom accelerator’s interface to the
GASNet core, and the software interface.
A. GASNet Core

GASNet core implements the fundamental communication
protocol of the GASNet specification, which is the AM
interface. There are two key features to consider when im-
plementing AM on hardware:

• AM invokes a handler function on the destination node
that may compute the data or reply with the requested
data. This is done by passing a handler function pointer
in a software implementation. Instead, the GASNet core
directly passes the function opcode.

• AM carries arguments for the function to be invoked.
Arguments can be integers or data payloads to be stored
in the destination address. Therefore, to provide such
functionality, the GASNet core must contain an RDMA.

Table I shows the list of GASNet functions that GASNet
core currently supports on the FPGA: gasnet AMRequest,
gasnet AMReply, gasnet put, and gasnet get. Other functions
from the specifications such as job controls, job environments,
and barrier functions are implemented on the software side.
Meanwhile, atomicity control of the handler function is na-
tively supported by hardware.

TABLE I: Implemented Functions on GASNet Core

Function Description

gasnet AMRequest*() Send messages to destination node

(Short/Medium/Long)

gasnet AMReply*() Reply messages to requesting node

(Short/Medium/Long)

gasnet put() Store data in the target node

gasnet get() Request data from the desired node

As part of the specification, AM request functions have three
variants based on the length of arguments: short, medium,
and long. The short message does not send a payload to
the destination, making it generally suitable for configuration
update functions. Both medium and long messages include
payload, but medium messages go to the local memory address
while long messages go to the globally shared address space.
GASNet’s AM reply functions are essentially the same as the
request functions, except they can only reply to the requesting
node. gasnet put and gasnet get function, which comes from
the GASNet extended API, can be implemented using the
request and reply functions. For example, we use the AM
request function that invokes the PUT and GET handler for
gasnet put and gasnet get function, respectively. Note that
the GET handler will invoke an AM reply function. Another
necessary handler is for the compute core.

Figure 3 illustrates the FSHMEM’s node architecture,
mainly consisting of the host interface (PCIe), GASNet core,
and its underlying memory and accelerator subsystems. The
GASNet core is composed of two sets of AM sequencer,
AM receiver handler, and schedulers with FIFOs. Each set
corresponds to the High-Speed Serial Interface (HSSI) port for
inter-FPGA communication. In this module, the AM sequencer
forms the active message by generating the header and reading
the message body from the memories via DMA. Since the
requests can come from multiple sources, e.g., host, compute
core, or a remote node, the scheduler is necessary. The AM
receiver handler writes the incoming data to the memories.

The figure also shows the fundamental data flows between



two FSHMEM nodes: gasnet put in red, gasnet get in blue,
and gasnet AMRequest in orange. For the gasnet put opera-
tion, which is a remote write from Node 0 to Node 1, the
host of Node 0 initially issues the gasnet put command ( I ).
Going through the scheduler and FIFO, it arrives at the AM
sequencer. The sequencer then fetches the necessary data using
the read DMA and sends the formed message to Node 1 ( P ).
In Node 1, the AM receive handler checks the opcode of the
received message, which should be a PUT opcode, and uses
write DMA to store the payload to the destination address.

Let us assume that Node 1 performs gasnet get operation
this time, which is a remote read from Node 0. Similar to
the gasnet put case, the host of Node 1 issues the gasnet get
command, yet without carrying any payload. Upon the arrival
of the GET request in Node 0 ( G ), the AM receiver handler
immediately issues a PUT reply command and forwards it to
the scheduler. After that, the execution is exactly the same as
the PUT operation described above. As a result, the requested
data are read and packed by the AM sequencer and are
sent to Node 1, which accomplishes the GET command. The
orange color in the figure highlights the dataflow of a gas-
net AMRequest* function, especially with the case that carries
a compute opcode without data payloads. Upon receiving this
type of message ( C ), the AM receiver handler sends the
function’s arguments to the compute command scheduler to
get it queued for the compute core’s execution. If the received
message carries the data payload, the AM receiver handler
writes it into the memory before instructing the compute core
to execute.

Due to the simple and optimized design, the GASNet core’s
logic usage is extremely low, around 0.2% logic for two HSSI
ports on Intel Stratix 10. Its logic size will increase with
the number of available HSSI ports in the FPGA. This low
design overhead allows the compute core to utilize most of the
device’s resources for high application performance. However,
as the GASNet core is not designed for any specific network
topology, it may need a router for an extensive network setting.

B. Deep Learning Accelerator

For the primary compute core of this work, we customize
the Intel DLA [30] for major AI computations such as convolu-
tion and matrix multiplication. It uses a 1-dimensional systolic
array architecture to accelerate these computations with high
flexibility. Although optimized for convolution, the DLA can
also perform matrix-vector and matrix-matrix multiplication
by properly mapping the data. It is highly flexible as the
computation types and tensor sizes are exposed as arguments.
The GASNet’s active message can easily instruct the DLA via
its handler interface by passing a few arguments.

A typical interaction between the host and DLA for parallel
execution is a repetition of compute command, acknowledg-
ment, and PUT command. With a powerful compute core like
the DLA, this workflow requires an extra host intervention
and a considerable communication bandwidth if the PUT
command is performed upon the final result data. Therefore,
we devise the Automatic Result Transfer (ART) mechanism

Fig. 4: FSHMEM software stack
to let the DLA initiate the transfer. Instead of sending a large-
sized message at the end of the computation, ART splits
it into several smaller-sized messages in the middle of the
computation. ART enables this by issuing a PUT command
for every N valid result, in which N is configurable. Thus,
ART hides the communication latency with the computation
execution time while removing extra host interventions.
C. Software Interface

FSHMEM supports GASNet API for compatibility with
legacy HPC applications. Figure 4 shows FSHMEM’s en-
tire software stack that starts from the user’s PGAS-based
HPC application. The application is programmed using the
GASNet-compatible FSHMEM API in C++. The stack uti-
lizes Intel’s Open Programmable Acceleration Engine (OPAE)
library [31] for host communication, device driver, and FPGA
management. Although FSHMEM is currently based on Intel’s
FPGA platform, we can extend it to Xilinx’s FPGA platform
by integrating Xilinx Runtime (XRT) library [32]. On the
bottom of the stack, FSHMEM provides a hardware layer
that implements remote data communications across devices.
Each FSHMEM device instantiates the GASNet core module
that works alongside the software interface. Compared to
THe GASNet, our FSHMEM API directly commands the
GASNet core to initiate data transfer without needing to
compile or translate code into dedicated instructions. In this
way, FSHMEM promotes a ’plug-and-play’ notion of using
FPGA with GASNet API.

IV. COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE RESULTS

A. Methodology

We use Intel Acceleration Stack 2.0.1 framework for logic
synthesis and layout and implement the architecture on Intel’s
D5005 Programmable Acceleration Card (PAC). Intel D5005
PAC is a high-performance PCIe-attached FPGA accelera-
tion card that includes Stratix 10 SX FPGA (part num-
ber: 1SX280HN2F43E2VG) with 32GB DDR memory and
2 QSFP+ network interfaces. For experiments, we build a
prototype machine that harnesses an Intel CPU as the host
and two PACs as the FSHMEM devices. The host CPU drives
the testing/application program using FSHMEM API, while
both PACs, interconnected via QSFP+ cables in a ring fashion,
are responsible for actual execution. We profile FSHMEM’s
PUT and GET active messages via gasnet put and gasnet get
function by measuring the read/write bandwidth and latency
between the two FPGAs. For accurate measurement, we add a
hardware performance counter to measure the time taken from



TABLE II: FPGA Resource Utilization

Module LUT + Register BRAM DSP

GASNet core 1995.3 (0.21%) 17 (0.15%) 0 (0%)

DLA 102276 (10.96%) 8 (0.07%) 1409 (24.46%)

when a command is given until the corresponding message is
returned.

B. FPGA Resource Utilization

Table II shows the resource utilization result of the GASNet
core and DLA implemented on Intel D5005 PAC at 250 MHz
operating frequency. The GASNet core takes minimal logic
resources to implement, making it suitable for use with deep
learning accelerators or other compute-demanding accelera-
tors. The DLA used for our experiments contains 16×8 PEs,
utilizing a quarter of the available DSPs.

C. Communication Bandwidth

Figure 5 shows the communication bandwidth measurement
results of FSHMEM when the packet size varies among 128,
256, 512, and 1024 bytes, with increasing transfer size from
4 bytes to 2 MB. We measure both PUT and GET bandwidth
and achieve a peak bandwidth of 3813 MB/s for the packet
size of 512 and 1024 bytes, which is more than 95% of the
theoretical maximum bandwidth. The 128 and 256-byte packet
size achieves a 2621 and 3419 MB/s peak bandwidth, which
is 65% and 85% of the theoretical maximum, respectively.
Smaller packet sizes show lower peak bandwidths because
they need to generate more packets for the same transfer size,
causing network overhead and throughput degradation.

We have two observations in the bandwidth curves. First,
FSHMEM’s communication reaches the half-maximum at
around 2KB. It saturates around the transfer size of 32KB,
reaching 95% of the peak bandwidth for all cases, telling
us that we must transfer at least 32KB to fully utilize the
FSHMEM’s available bandwidth. Second, we observe that
GET functions (i.e., read operation) have lower bandwidth
than PUT functions (i.e., write operation). Although the GET
bandwidth is almost similar to PUT when the transfer size is
large enough (> 32KB), their gap tends to be large for small-
to-medium-sized transfers. For example, the GET bandwidth
is 20% and 8% lower than the PUT bandwidth at the transfer
size of 2KB and 8KB, respectively. This is because the GET
function consists of a short request message and a long reply
message with data, while the PUT function only consists
of a long message containing the data. Therefore, the GET
function includes an additional short request message that
does not contain any payload, causing a constant overhead
regardless of the transfer size. As a result, the overhead cost is
more apparent for small-to-medium-sized transfers when the
GET reply message is small enough, while the overhead is
amortized in large-sized transfers. Figure 5 also depicts the
results of the previous works for comparison. Both TMD-
MPI [27] and THe GASNet [23] achieved the peak bandwidth
of 400 MB/s, while FSHMEM achieved 3813 MB/s, which is
a 9.5× improvement. Compared to the one-sided MPI [28],
FSHMEM achieves 26× bandwidth improvement.

Fig. 5: Communication bandwidth measurement results

TABLE III: Latency Comparison

Implementations PUT (µs) GET (µs)

TMD-MPI (inter-m2b) 2
One-sided MPI 0.36 0.62
THe GASNet (short message) 0.17 0.35
THe GASNet (single word) 0.29 0.47
FSHMEM (short message) 0.21 0.45
FSHMEM (long message) 0.35 0.59

D. Communication Latency

We measure FSHMEM’s communication latency with the
same experimental setting. From the time a command is given
to the initiator FPGA, the PUT latency is measured until the
message header is received in the remote FPGA, and the
GET latency is measured until the reply message’s header
is returned to the initiator FPGA. Table III summarizes the
latency measurement results of the various implementations
for PUT and GET function. The FSHMEM’s average latency
for short messages (no payload) is measured at 0.21µs and
0.45µs for PUT and GET functions, while the average latency
for long messages (payload size: 4 B to 2 MB) is measured at
0.35µs and 0.59µs for PUT and GET function, respectively.
The GET latency is by nature longer than that of PUT as the
function requires two-way communication where a request is
replied with the requested data.

Table III also shows a huge difference in latency between
the TMD-MPI with two-sided communication and the other
one-sided communication protocols including FSHMEM. THe
GASNet shows lower latency than FSHMEM through onboard
wires. However, such channels are less scalable than FSH-
MEM’s QSFP+ cables, commonly used in data centers.

E. Comparison

Table IV summarizes FSHMEM’s implementation de-
tails compared to the previous implementations. FSHMEM
achieves the highest communication bandwidth of 3813 MB/s
with 95% efficiency by utilizing a high-speed QSFP+ interface
and lightweight GASNet core implementation.



TABLE IV: Comparison with Prior Works

TMD-MPI
[27]

One-sided
MPI [28]

THe GASNet
[23]

This Work

FPGA Xilinx
XC5VLX110

Xilinx
XC2V6000

Xilinx
XC5VLX155T

Intel
Stratix-10

Clock 133.33 MHz 50 MHz 100 MHz 250 MHz

Data width 32-bit 32-bit 32-bit 128-bit

Physical
channel

Intel Front
Side Bus

On-board
wires

On-board
wires

QSFP+

Max BW 400 MB/s 141 MB/s 400 MB/s 3813 MB/s

Efficiency 0.75 0.706 1.00 0.95

Fig. 6: Parallel programs for (a) matrix multiplication and (b)
convolution with their pseudo codes

V. CASE STUDY

We conduct two case studies using FSHMEM to show its
feasibility in parallel programming, especially for AI applica-
tions. We map a general matrix multiplication and convolution
workload on the two FPGA nodes where each node integrates
the Intel DLA with 16×8 PEs.

Figure 6(a) shows the implementation of parallel matrix
multiplication (M × N ) using FSHMEM. Each of the two
input matrices is partitioned into four sub-matrices, and the
sub-matrices are split across the two FPGA nodes. The com-
putation starts by iterating the row of matrix M to multiply its
sub-matrix with that of matrix N (e.g., N0,0, N1,1), followed
by exchanging the partial sum result to another node. After the
first iteration, it checks if the first partial sum is transferred
and does the same operation with the next set of matrix N
sub-matrices (e.g., N0,1, N1,0). Each node accumulates the
partial sum to the previously transferred partial sum to get
the final result. The result are stored across the two FPGAs
like matrix M , where each FPGA holds sub-matrices of the
same column. Note that the command to transfer the partial
sum is expressed by setting up the ART instead of explicitly
using a PUT function in the pseudo code, allowing FSHMEM
to send results simultaneously with computations to maximize
the speedup. We perform experiments on three different matrix
sizes: 256×256, 512×512, and 1024×1024.

For convolution, a widely used operation in convolutional

Fig. 7: Performance results for matrix multiplication and
convolution and the speedups achieved using 2 nodes

neural networks (CNN), we split the weight kernels into two
groups for parallel computation, as shown in Figure 6(b). After
each convolution, both nodes must synchronize their results
and concatenate them, producing a complete result in both
nodes. We use 64×64 input feature maps for the experiments
and vary the number and size of kernels: 256, 3×3×256, 192,
5×5×192, and 128, 7×7×128.

Figure 7 shows the experimental results on the two work-
loads comparing the single-node and two-node performance.
For matrix multiplication, the single-node FPGA achieves
an average of 979.4 GOPS, reaching 95.6% of the theoret-
ical maximum, while the two-node implementation achieves
1898.5 GOPS, which is a 1.94× performance gain. We can see
that the speedup increases as the matrix size increases because
the longer accumulation in a larger matrix size gives more time
to transfer the partial sum from one node to another. The con-
volution operation’s average performance gain is about 1.98×
with 1931.3 GOPS. In general, convolution requires longer
accumulation than matrix multiplication, resulting in a higher
average speedup. However, none of the convolution results
reach 2× speedup. One of the matrix multiplication results
reaches 2× speedup as its algorithm hides the communication
latency in-between the process, while the synchronization
process in convolutions happens at the end of the process,
causing an inevitable latency. Overall, all performances exceed
the throughput of a single node by around 1.95× on average,
suggesting a nearly linear speedup as the number of nodes
increases.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To conclude, we propose FSHMEM, a software/hardware
framework for GASNet-enabled FPGA hardware acceleration
infrastructure, by implementing the GASNet core and the
supporting API in software. We describe how this framework
implements GASNet’s AM functions in hardware and the
software stack that enables high compatibility. The benchmark
results show that FSHMEM’s bandwidth outperforms the prior
works with competitive latency. Our case study on parallel ma-
trix multiplication and convolution also shows great potential
for scaling up. For future work, we plan to build a scaled-up
server that contains up to 8 FPGA acceleration cards and build
an FSHMEM-based hardware infrastructure using it. We also
plan to accelerate various machine learning models using the
PGAS programming model for AI-enabled HPC.
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